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Abstract. In this paper, we propose a hierarchical video sum-
marization strategy that explores video content structure to
provide the users with a scalable, multilevel video summary.
First, video-shot- segmentation and keyframe-extraction algo-
rithms are applied to parse video sequences into physical shots
and discrete keyframes. Next, an affinity (self-correlation) ma-
trix is constructed to merge visually similar shots into clus-
ters (supergroups). Since video shots with high similarities
do not necessarily imply that they belong to the same story
unit, temporal information is adopted by merging temporally
adjacent shots (within a specified distance) from the super-
group into each video group. A video-scene-detection algo-
rithm is thus proposed to merge temporally or spatially corre-
lated video groups into scenario units. This is followed by a
scene-clustering algorithm that eliminates visual redundancy
among the units.A hierarchical video content structure with in-
creasing granularity is constructed from the clustered scenes,
video scenes, and video groups to keyframes. Finally, we in-
troduce a hierarchical video summarization scheme by execut-
ing various approaches at different levels of the video content
hierarchy to statically or dynamically construct the video sum-
mary. Extensive experiments based on real-world videos have
been performed to validate the effectiveness of the proposed
approach.

Keywords: Hierarchical video summarization – Video con-
tent hierarchy –Video group detection –Video scene detection
– Hierarchical clustering

1 Introduction

Owing to the decreased cost of storage devices, higher trans-
mission rates, and improved compression techniques, digi-
tal videos are becoming available at an ever-increasing rate.
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However, the manner in which video content is presented for
access (such as browsing and retrieval) has become a chal-
lenging task, both for video application systems and for users.
Some approaches have been described in [1–3] for presenting
the visual content of the video through hierarchical browsing,
storyboard posters, etc. The users can quickly browse through
a video sequence, navigate from one segment to another to
rapidly get an overview of the video content, and zoom to
different levels of details to locate segments of interest.

Research in the literature [3] has shown that, on average,
there are about 200 shots for a 30-min video clip across various
program types, such as news and drama. Assuming that one
keyframe is selected to represent each shot, the presentation of
200 frames will impose a significant burden in terms of band-
width and time. Using spatially reduced images, commonly
known as thumbnail images, one can reduce the size, but it
will still be expensive if all shots must be shown for a quick
browse of the content. Hence, a video summarization strategy
is needed to provide users with a compact video digest that
shows only parts of the video shots.

Generally, a video summary is defined as a sequence of
still or moving pictures (with or without audio) presenting the
content of a video in such a way that the respective target group
is rapidly provided with concise information about the content,
while the essential message of the original is preserved [4].
Three kinds of video summary styles are commonly used:

• A pictorial summary [3,7–13,18,19,25,30,31] is a collec-
tion of still images (possibly varying in size) arranged in
time. The use of compact images provides the user with
an overview of the video directly and efficiently; however,
the motion and audio information of the video is lost.

• A video skimming [14–16,21–24,30] is a collection of
video clips (e.g., video shots) arranged in a time series.
Compared with still pictorial summaries, video skimming
is more attractive to the users, since both motion and au-
dio signals are preserved. However, the amount of time
required for viewing a skimming suggests that skimmed
video is not appropriate for quick browsing.

• A data distribution map [20–22] is a synthetic picture
that illustrates the distribution of some specific data in
the database. Due to the inherent complexity of images
and videos, using pictorial frames or video skimming to
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abstract a video database may be impractical. The data dis-
tribution map, therefore, appears to be an efficient mech-
anism for providing users with an overview of the whole
dataset. Unfortunately, such a distribution map may not be
as friendly and intuitive as pictorial frames or skimming,
since synthetic points or curves may not make sense for
naı̈ve users.

A survey of video summarization is given in [5]. When users
are provided with a compact video digest, they can obtain
video content quickly and comprehensively. Moreover, the
power of visual summaries can be helpful in many applica-
tions such as multimedia archives, video retrieval, home en-
tertainment, and digital magazines. To achieve a suitable video
summarization for the various applications above, we intro-
duce a hierarchical video summarization strategy that uses
pictorial frames for presentation of the video summaries. In
comparison with most approaches that use only visual and
temporal clustering, we integrate the video content structure
and visual redundancy among videos. Moreover, much em-
phasis has been put on scalable and hierarchical video sum-
marization. The final results consist of various levels of static
or dynamic summaries that address the video content in dif-
ferent granularities (Sect. 2, Definition 1).

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In the next
section, we review related work on video summarization. Our
overall system architecture is presented in Sect. 3. In Sect. 4,
we introduce techniques on video content hierarchy detec-
tion that are used to construct video content structure from
keyframes, groups, and scenes to clustered scenes. With the
constructed content structure as a basis, in Sect. 5 we discuss
a hierarchical video summarization scheme that uses the hier-
archical clustering algorithm to construct a video summary at
different levels. In addition to supporting the passive browsing
of statically constructed video summaries, a dynamic sum-
marization scheme has also been integrated to allow users to
specify their preferred summary length. In Sect. 6, the effec-
tiveness of the proposed approach is validated by using real-
world videos. Concluding remarks are given in Sect. 7.

2 Related work

In practical terms, video summarization is an inseparable re-
search area for many video applications, including video in-
dexing, browsing, and retrieval [1,2,29]. The earliest devel-
oped research on video summarization is perhaps best exem-
plified in Video Magnifier [6], where video summaries were
created from a series of low-resolution frames that were uni-
formly sampled from the original video sequence at certain
time intervals. The obvious drawback of such an arrangement
is the loss of content in short but important videos. Accord-
ingly, various research efforts have addressed the generation of
video overviews using more suitable approaches [7–25]. Ba-
sically, the quality of a generated video summary is influenced
by the following factors:

1. How the selected summary units are visualized.
2. What kinds of units are selected to generate the summary.
3. Whether the summary is static or dynamic (Definitions 1

and 2 below).

Since most research assumes the video summary is generated
for efficient browsing, indexing, and navigating, the pictorial
summary is popularly used to visualize the video summary
via icon frames [3,7,11–13,25,30,31], mosaic images [18,
19,34], video objects [8–10], or a data distribution map [20–
22]. A curve-simplification video-summarization strategy is
introduced in [12], which maps each frame into a vector of
high- dimensional features and segments the feature curve
into units. The video summary is extracted according to the
relationship between the units. In Video Manga [7], a pictorial
video summary is presented with keyframes in various sizes,
where the importance of each keyframe determines its size.
Given a camera panning/tilting shot, however, none of the se-
lected keyframes generated by the above strategies captures
the underlying dynamics of the shot. Hence, the mosaic-based
approach is utilized to generate a synthesized panoramic im-
age that can represent the entire content in an intuitive man-
ner [18,19,34]. Unfortunately, this approach works well only
when specific camera motions are contained in the shot, and
this critical drawback prevents it from being applied effec-
tively to real-world videos. Instead of using features from the
whole image for summarization, object- based strategies have
been proposed [8–10]; however, due to the challenging task
of object segmentation [17], it might be a long time before
impressive results in general videos can be acquired.

Instead of abstracting videos by pictorial images, some ap-
proaches provide video skimming [14–16,21–24,30], which
trims the original video into a short, highlight stream. In [4,
15], the most representative movie segments are extracted to
produce a movie trailer. The approach in [24] uses a method
that applies different sampling rates to the video to generate a
summary. The sample rate is controlled by motion information
in the shot. In addition to using visual features, the strategies
in [21–23] utilize closed-caption and speech signals to select
segments of “interest” for skimming. Video skimming may be
useful for some purposes, since a skimmed video stream is a
more appealing method of browsing for users. However, the
amount of time required for viewing a skim suggests that it is
not appropriate for a quick overview or transmission.

Defining what kinds of units should be selected is the most
challenging and subjective process in creating video sum-
maries. Many algorithms believe that the scenario (such as
a story unit) is more suitable for summarization [3,30,31,42]
than others, where video scenarios are detected using time-
constrained clustering [3], speaker or subject change detec-
tion [30,31,42], etc. The summary is constructed using the
representative frames (or shots) of the story units in the form
of a storyboard or a skimming. A summarization scheme that
integrates video scenarios outperforms most other strategies
since the presentation of scenarios in the summary may be
the most effective way to tell the user “what the video talks
about”. Unfortunately, although many videos from our daily
life have scenario evolution (i.e., it is possible to detect story
units), there are a significant number of videos that have no sce-
nario structure, such as surveillance videos and sports videos.
In these cases, a selection of video highlights might be more
suitable for summarization. Generally, video highlights are se-
lected by predefined rules, such as selecting frames with the
highest contrast [4], close-up shots of leading action, special
events like explosions and gunfire [15], frames with faces,
camera motions, or text [21–23], or by considering the time
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and data information of the video [14]. On the other hand,
since domain knowledge may assist us in acquiring semantic
cues, some abstracting strategies have been executed for spe-
cific domains, such as home videos [14], stereoscopic videos
[8], online presentation videos [16], and medical videos [25,
30,42], where rules and knowledge followed by the videos are
used to analyze semantics [26–28]. However, another problem
emerges: rather than abstracting the video, highlight strategies
usually present some selected “important” samples that ad-
dress the video details but not the topic and theme; as a result,
a glance at the constructed summary imparts very limited in-
formation about video content to users. Moreover, since most
highlight selection strategies are domain specific, they cannot
be extended to other videos easily. Therefore, compared with
scenario-based strategies, the generality of highlight-based
strategies is limited.

For the generation of static or dynamic summaries,many
approaches supply a dynamic scheme that integrates user spec-
ifications to dynamically generate a summary online. Usually,
a dynamic strategy requires the user to directly or indirectly
specify the summary parameters, e.g., the length of the sum-
mary [4,8,9,13–15,24] (number of summary frames or time
duration) or the types of interesting features for determining
the summary frames (e.g., slides, close-ups of people) [44].
In this way, the scalability of the summary is preserved, since
each user is supplied with a summary he/she prefers. Unfor-
tunately, a user’s specification for the summary is not always
reasonable for addressing video content, especially if the user
is unfamiliar with the videos in the database. Conversely, the
approaches in [3,7,25,30,42] construct static summaries be-
forehand and supply all users with the same summary (the
one that has been optimized by the system). However, static
methods have the drawback of depriving the user of scalable
summaries, which may be desirable in some cases. A dynamic
scheme maintains the scalability of the summary but may not
result in the best summary point for naive users, and a static
scheme may supply the users with an optimal point in generat-
ing the summary, but the scalability is lost. Obviously, neither
is perfect, and a new approach that integrates both may provide
a better solution.

Ideally, a video summary should briefly and concisely
present the content of the input video source. It should be
shorter than the original, focus on the content, and give the
users an appropriate overview of the whole video. However,
the problem is that appropriateness varies from user to user,
depending on the user’s familiarity with the source and genre,
and with a given user’s particular goal in watching the sum-
mary. Hence, hierarchical summarization strategies [13,20,
30,42] have been introduced to support various levels of sum-
mary and assist users in determining what is appropriate.
In [13], a keyframe-based hierarchical strategy is presented,
where keyframes are organized in a hierarchical manner from
coarse to fine temporal resolution using a pairwise clustering
method. Unfortunately, this strategy is unable to merge frames
that are visually similar but temporally separated. By consid-
ering video content structure and domain knowledge, a multi-
level static summary [30,42] has been constructed for medical
video data. This strategy, however, still limits the scalability
of the summary by supplying only the static summaries, and,
moreover, it works only on medical video data.

All the reviews above support the following observations:

1. For efficient presentation and browsing purposes, a picto-
rial summary may outperform video skimming.

2. Since defining video highlights is a relatively subjective
and domain-dependent process, if the video content struc-
ture is available, a scenario-based summarization strategy
might be a better choice.

3. Due to the obvious problems in static and dynamic sum-
marization, an efficient scheme should integrate the two
strategies for maximum benefit.

4. To capture an appropriate summary for a video overview,
a hierarchical strategy should be adopted.

Based on these observations, we propose a hierarchical
video summarization strategy. We use pictorial keyframes to
visualize the video content and introduce a hierarchical strat-
egy to construct multilevel summaries, increasing in granular-
ity from top to bottom. Moreover, instead of selecting video
highlights, we use the semantically richer video units (scenes
and groups) for summarization. In this paper, we concentrate
on summarizing videos with content structures. For those hav-
ing no “story lines”, the highlight selection scheme might be
the best choice for summarization. Before we explore video
summarization techniques, it would be worthwhile to define
the terminology that will be used in our analysis.

Definition 1. A static summarization scheme is an approach
that requires no user participation for summary generation.
For all users of the same video, this strategy will generate the
same summary, which is called a static summary in this paper.

Definition 2.A dynamic summarization scheme is an approach
where user actions may result in differences in the generated
summary. The summary generated by this scheme is called a
dynamic summary in this paper.

Definition 3. The video content structure is defined as a hi-
erarchy of clustered scenes, video scenes, video groups, and
video shots (keyframes), increasing in granularity from top
to bottom in addressing video content, as shown in Fig. 1. A
content structure can be found in most videos in our daily life.

Definition 4.A video shot (denoted by Si) is the basic element
in videos; it records the frames resulting from a single contin-
uous running of the camera, from the moment it is turned on
to the moment it is turned off.

Definition 5. A keyframe (denoted by Ki) is the frame that
is representative to describe the content of a given shot. De-
pending on the content variance of the shot, one or multiple
keyframes can be extracted.

Definition 6. A video supergroup (denoted by SGi) consists
of visually similar shots within an entire video.

Definition 7.A video group (denoted by Gi) is an intermediate
entity between physical shots and semantic scenes and consists
of visually similar shots that belong to the same story unit.

Definition 8. A video scene (denoted by SEi) is a collection of
semantically related and temporally adjacent groups depicting
and conveying a high-level concept or story.

Definition 9. A clustered scene (CSEi) is a collection of vi-
sually similar video scenes.
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3 System architecture

Figure 2 shows that our system consists of two relatively in-
dependent components: video content structure detection and
hierarchical video summarization.

To explore video content structure, the shot segmenta-
tion and keyframe extraction are first applied to parse con-
tinuous video sequences into independent shots and discrete
keyframes. For all extracted keyframes, an affinity matrix
is constructed to explore the correlations among them. With
the transferred affinity matrix, the visually similar shots are
merged into supergroups. For each supergroup, the video shots
with temporal distance smaller than a predefined threshold are
then taken as one video group. Generally, a video scene con-
sists of temporally interlaced (or visually similar and neigh-
boring) video groups to convey a relatively independent story
unit. Accordingly, the temporal and visual information among
them are integrated to cluster video groups into scenes. To
eliminate visual redundancy caused by repeated scenes in dif-
ferent parts of the video, the scene-clustering strategy is em-
ployed to merge visually similar scenes into unique clusters.
As a result, a video content hierarchy from clustered scenes,
scenes, groups to keyframes is constructed.

Given the detected video content structure, an X +5 level
video summary (X indicating the dynamic summary level,
which is determined by the user’s specification of the summary
length) is constructed, where the summary becomes more con-
cise and compact from lower to higher levels. The lowest sum-
mary level consists of keyframes of all shots. By utilizing the
affinity matrix, the visually similar shots are clustered into
supergroups. It is likely that any supergroup containing only
one shot will convey very limited content information. Hence,
by eliminating supergroups with only one shot, the summary
at the second level consists of all remaining keyframes. For
each supergroup, a predefined threshold is applied to segment
the temporally adjacent member shots into groups. Given any
video group, the Minimal Spanning Tree [50] algorithm is uti-
lized to cluster keyframes into a hierarchical structure. A dy-
namic summarization scheme is employed to select a certain
number of representative frames from each group to form the
user-specified dynamic summary. Beyond the dynamic sum-
mary levels, the summary at level X + 3 is constructed by
eliminating groups that contain less than three shots and do not
interlace with any other groups, since they probably contain
less scenario information. With the scene-clustering scheme,
visual redundancy among similar scenes is partially removed.
Consequently, the summary at level X + 4 consists of repre-
sentative frames of all clustered scenes. It is not unusual for
different video scenes to contain visually similar video groups,
and eliminating similar groups provides the user with a visu-
ally compact summary. Hence, the summary at the highest
level is constructed by merging all representative frames at
level X+4 that belong to the same supergroup.

4 Video content structure detection

Most videos in our daily life have their own content struc-
ture, as shown in Fig. 1. While browsing videos, the hidden
structure behind frames (scenes, groups, etc.) conveys themes
and scenarios to us. Hence, the video summary should also fit

with this structure by presenting overviews at various levels
and with various granularities. To achieve this goal, we first
explore the video content structure.

The simplest method of parsing video data for efficient
browsing, retrieval, and navigation is segmenting the contin-
uous video sequence into physical shots [35,37,38] and then
selecting a constant number of keyframes for each shot to
depict its content [1,2,32,43,45,47]. Unfortunately, since the
video shot is a physical unit, it is incapable of conveying in-
dependent scenario information. To this end, many solutions
have been proposed to determine a cluster of video shots that
conveys relatively higher- level video semantics. Zhong et.
al [33] propose a strategy that clusters visually similar shots
and supplies the user with a hierarchical structure for brows-
ing. Similar strategies are found in [11,32,43,44]. However,
spatial shot clustering considers only visual similarities, and
the video context information is lost. To address this problem,
Rui et. al [39] present a method that merges visually similar
shots into groups and then constructs a video content table by
considering temporal relationships among groups. A similar
approach has been reported in [36]. In [41], a time- constrained
shot-clustering strategy is proposed to parse temporally adja-
cent shots into clusters, and a scene transition graph is con-
structed to detect video scenes by utilizing the acquired clus-
ter information.A temporally time- constrained shot-grouping
strategy has also been discussed in [40,42] that considers the
similarity between the current shot and the shots preceding
and following it (within a small window size) to determine
the boundary of the video scene.

In a narrow sense, both temporal and spatial clustering
schemes above have their disadvantages in exploring video
content. The spatial clustering ignores temporal information,
so video context information will not be available in the final
result. On the other hand, the temporal clustering crucially
depends on a predefined distance function that integrates the
temporal window size and visual similarity between shots,
but this function may not fit with user perceptions very well
[39,36,40–42]. In this section, a new method is proposed to
detect video content structure. We first discuss techniques to
determine shots and keyframes. Then, an affinity matrix is
constructed to cluster visually similar shots into supergroups.
Although visually similar shots have a high probability of be-
longing to one scene, similar shots with a large temporal dis-
tance often belong to similar scenes in different parts of the
video, e.g., similar dialogs between two actors may appear in
different parts of the movie. Therefore, in each supergroup,
adjacent shots with their temporal distance less than a pre-
defined threshold are segmented into video groups. Due to
the fact that video scenes usually consist of interlaced video
groups (or visually similar and neighboring groups), a video-
scene- detection algorithm is proposed by considering visual
and temporal information among video groups. Finally, we
apply a scene-clustering scheme that merges visually similar
scenes to remove visual redundancy and produces a compact
summary.

4.1 Video shot detection and keyframe extraction

To support shot-based video content access, we have devel-
oped a shot-detection technique [38] that works on MPEG
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a

b

Fig. 3. The video shot detection results
from a medical video. a Detected video
shots. b Corresponding frame difference
and the determined threshold for different
video shots, where the small window shows
the local properties of the frame differences

compressed videos. It adaptively adjusts the threshold for shot
detection by considering the activities in different video se-
quences. Unfortunately, such techniques are not able to adapt
the thresholds for different video shots within the same se-
quence. To adapt the thresholds to local activities within the
same sequence, we adopt a small window (e.g., 2–3 s), and the
threshold for each window is adapted to local visual activity
by applying our automatic threshold detection and local activ-
ity analysis techniques. Figure 3 demonstrates the results from
one video source in our system. As we can see, the threshold
has been adapted to small changes between adjacent shots for
successful shot segmentation, such as changes between eye-
balls from various shots in Fig. 3a.

After shot segmentation, the keyframe for each shot is ex-
tracted using the following strategy.

1. Given shotSi, its tenth frame is always taken as the keyframe
of the shot, and this frame is denoted by K1. (In this way,
we may avoid selecting the gradual effect frames between
shots as keyframes).

2. From the position of the most recently select keyframe,
sequentially calculate the similarity between the succeed-
ing frames (Fi) and all former selected keyframes Kl

(l = 1, 2, . . . , N) using Eq. 1. If this value is less than a
threshold Tkeyframe (which is determined by the thresh-
old used to detect the current shot), the current frame Fi

is taken as a new keyframe and added to the keyframe set.

KFmSelect(Fi) = Max{FmSim(Fi, Kl);
l = 0, 1, . . . , N}, (1)

where FmSim(Fi, Kl) indicates the visual similarity be-
tween Fi and Kl, which is defined by Eq. 2.

3. Iteratively execute step 2 until all frames in shot Si have
been processed.

To calculate the visual similarity between frames, three sets
of visual features (256-dimensional HSV color histogram,
10- dimensional tamura coarseness, and 8-dimensional tamura
directionality texture) are extracted. SupposeHi,j , j ∈ [0, 255],
TCi,j , j ∈ [0, 9], and TDi,j , j ∈ [0, 7] are the normal-
ized color histogram, coarseness, and directionality texture
of frame Fi. The similarity between Fi and Fj is defined by
Eq. 2:

FmSim(Fi, Fj) = Wc

255∑
k=0

min(Hi,k, Hj,k)

+WTC


1 −

√√√√ 9∑
k=0

(TCi,k − TCj,k)2)

+WTD


1 −

√√√√ 7∑
k=0

(TDi,k − TDj,k)2)


 , (2)

a

b

Fig. 4. Keyframe extraction results. a Con-
stantly sampled frames in a given shot,
where similar frames appear repeatedly
(from left to right, top to bottom). b Ex-
tracted keyframes with our strategy
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where WC , WTC , and WTD indicate the weight of each fea-
ture. We set WC = 0.6, WTC = 0.2, WTD = 0.2 in our
system.

Figure 4 presents the detected keyframes from a single
shot, where Fig. 4a shows constantly sampled frames in the
shot (a doctor examines a patient’s face) and Fig. 4b denotes
the keyframes detected with our strategy. In some cases, sim-
ilar frames may appear repeatedly in different locations of a
shot. The strategy that considers only the similarity between
the current frame Fi and the most recently selected keyframe
[47] may result in redundancies among keyframes. With our
strategy, the selected keyframes are those that exhibit enough
dissimilarity (low redundancy) and capture the most visual
variances of the shot.

4.2 Video supergroup detection

After the keyframe extraction, we apply a new strategy to
merge visually similar shots into one cluster (supergroup). The
following steps will segment the temporally adjacent shots
within each supergroup into semantically richer units.

Assume N keyframes Kl (l = 1, . . . , N) have been ex-
tracted from a given video. To explore the correlations among
them, an affinity matrix M [48,49,52,53] is constructed, with
entries of the matrix given in Eq. 3

M(i, j) = M(j, i) = Exp[−(1 − FmSim(Ki, Kj))2/σ];
i, j ∈ [1, N ], (3)

where FmSim(Ki, Kj) is the visual similarity between Ki

and Kj (defined by Eq. 2) and σ is a constant scaling factor for
stretching (σ = 0.5 in our system). In fact, M(i, j) is a self-
correlation matrix, where the relationship among keyframes
of the current video can be visualized and analyzed directly.
As shown in Fig. 7c, where the transferred affinity matrix of
105 keyframes is utilized to explore the correlations, the gray
intensity in the figure indicates the similarities between ele-
ments: the higher the intensity, the greater the similarity.

To address the correlations within the affinity matrix M
(in the following sections we use M as an abbreviation of
M(i, j)) and adopt the Scott and Longuet-Higgins (SLH) [49]
relocalization algorithm since it has been successfully utilized
in image segmentation [52,53] and video event detection [46].
Given an affinity matrix M and a number k, SLH outputs a
newly transferred matrix Q that is calculated in the following
steps [48]:

1. Calculate the eigenvector of affinity matrix M , rank the
eigenvectors in descending order by their eigenvalues, and
denote the ranked eigenvectors by E1, E2, .., EN .

2. Construct the affinity matrixW whose columns are the first
k eigenvectors of M , i.e., W = [E1, E2, .., Ek, 0, ..0].

3. Normalize the rows of W with Eq. 4 so that they have the
unit Euclidean norm:

W (i,→) = W (i,→)/‖W (i,→)‖. (4)

4. Construct the matrix Q with Q = WWT , i.e., Qi,j =∑k
r=1 WirWjr. Then, each element Qi,j can be inter-

preted as an enhanced measurement of the interaction be-
tween keyframes Ki and Kj .

5. Segment the points by looking at the elements of Q. Ide-
ally, the largerQi,j is, the higher the probability that keyframes
Ki and Kj belong to one group. Figure 7c represents the
constructed Q matrix of 105 keyframes with the top 10
eigenvectors.

4.2.1 Q matrix processing

As we have indicated, each element of matrix Q provides infor-
mation about whether a pair of keyframes belongs to the same
group. Now, the problem of grouping the keyframes has been
reduced to that of sorting the entries of matrix Q by swapping
pairs of rows and columns until it becomes block diagonal,
with each diagonal indicating one cluster. Hence, the Q ma-
trix processing for keyframe grouping consists of two steps:
(1) sorting and (2) diagonal block detection, as shown in Fig. 5.

By swapping pairs and rows of matrix Q, highly corre-
lated keyframes are merged together. To do this, we apply an
energy maximal resorting process to rearrange the matrix into
diagonal block styles, as shown in Fig. 6.

Given Q matrix, Qi,j (i = 1, . . . , N ; j = 1, . . . , N ),
select one row as the seed for sorting. At each iteration, say,
k, the current state is represented by a k × k submatrix Q∗k

that contains the sorted keyframes so far. To select a candidate
keyframe for resorting, a cost function (Eq. 5) is given by the
energy of the first k elements,

Ek
h =

k∑
l=1

Q2
l,h for (h = k + 1, . . . , N), (5)

which represents the total energy of interaction between each
of the candidate keyframes and the set of already sorted keyframes.
By maximizing the cost function Ek

h , our search strategy se-
lects the keyframe whose global energy of interaction with the
current segmentation is the largest.

SG1 SG2 SG3

Sorting Detection

Q Matrix Diagonal blocks 

Fig. 5. Q matrix processing

kQ*
• •

•
 •

 

k+1 

Current 

Sorting 

Possible columns 

(Candidates) 

N

1* +kQ
Next sorting 

Fig. 6. Q matrix sorting algorithm: at iteration k, columns k + 1 to
N are permuted and the column with the highest norm selected to
form Q∗k+1
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The updated state Q∗k+1 is obtained by augmenting Q∗k

with the column and row of the best selected keyframe. The
column corresponding to this keyframe is first permuted with
column k + 1, followed by a permutation of rows with the
indices. Matrix Q∗k+1 is then formed with the first (k + 1) ×
(k + 1) elements of the permuted shape interaction matrix.
As a result of this maximization strategy, submatrix Q∗k+1

has the maximal energy among all possible (k + 1) × (k + 1)
submatrices of Q.

Recursively execute the resorting steps above until all rows
have been selected. The rows and columns of matrix Q will
then be sorted in descending order of similarity. Due to the
fact that visually similar keyframes have similar interactions
with all other keyframes, the resorted matrix Q will take a
roughly block diagonal form, as shown in Fig. 5b, with each
diagonal block representing one cluster of keyframes (super-
group). The successfully detected diagonal block will help us
in determining the final keyframe clusters.

To sort the Q matrix, a critical row (the seed row) should
be selected before sorting. Since it is not possible to optimize
the selection of such a seed, we randomly select several rows
as seeds and determine the corresponding sorted Q matrices.
Those that have distinct diagonal block results are retained for
further processing.

After the Q matrix has been sorted into diagonal blocks,
various approaches might be utilized to detect the boundary
(clusters) of the blocks [52]. However, since we do not actu-
ally know how many diagonal blocks the Q matrix contains,
the performance of these strategies might be decreased since

most of them need information about the number of clusters
in advance. Therefore, a simple threshold scheme is applied
to eliminate those elements belonging to a predefined thresh-
old and detect the blocks along the diagonal. The successfully
detected elements in one block are taken as one supergroup.

As we indicated above, instead of using only one keyframe
as the seed, we execute the algorithm several times using dif-
ferent seeds. The union of all detected supergroups is taken as
the detection result. For example, if K2, K9, K14, K35 are de-
tected as one supergroup in the first iteration, and K2, K9, K22
are detected as one supergroup in the next iteration, their union,
K2, K9, K14, K22, K35, will be taken as the final detected su-
pergroup.

4.2.2 Keyframe grouping for supergroup detection

After the diagonal blocks have been detected, the keyframes
belonging to the same block are taken as one supergroup, de-
noted by SGi. The keyframe that does not belong to any diago-
nal block is taken as a separate supergroup. Given a video shot
Si, assume there are T keyframes Kl (l = 1, . . . , T ) contained
in Si. In the ideal situation, all T keyframes should be merged
into one supergroup. Unfortunately, this assumption does not
always hold due to the fact that a shot may exhibit significant
visual variances. Suppose all T keyframes in Si have been
clustered into NSG supergroup SGl(l = 1, . . . , NSG) with
T1 keyframes contained in SG1, T2 keyframes contained in
SG2, and so on. It is obvious that T1 +T2 + . . .+TNSG = T .
The final supergroup to which Si belongs is selected using
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Fig. 7. Video supergroup detection. a Sam-
pled frames from 105 keyframes (a kidney
transplant surgery), with its original tempo-
ral order from left to right, top to bottom.
b Ten detected supergroups. c Q matrix of
corresponding 105 keyframes. d Sorted Q
matrix
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G1 G2 · · · · · · · · · · · · · · G11 G12

8  14  15  18  19  20  26  27  29  31  32  41

G1 G2 G7 G8· · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
· · · · ·

8  14  15  18  19  20  26  27  29  31  32  41

SGi

Ranked temporal index orders of all shots in SGi

8  14  15  18  19  20  26  27  29  31  32  41

G1 G2 G3 G4

Final segmented video groups in SGi

Step 1 

Step 2

Step 3,4, 5…

S1 S2 S3
S12· · · · · · · · · · · · · ·

Shot ID

Fig. 8. Video group detection by temporal
shot segmentation

Eq. 6:

Si ∈ SGt , t = argl{max(Tl) ; l = 1, 2, . . . , NSG},
(6)

i.e., the supergroup with the maximal number of keyframes of
Si is selected as the target to which Si belongs.

Figure 7 shows the pictorial results of our supergroup de-
tection strategy applied to a real-world video with 105 keyframes.
The sample frames are shown in Fig. 7a in their temporal or-
der, from left to right, top to bottom. Figures 7c and d show
the constructed Q matrix with the top ten eigenvectors and
the sorted result. Obviously, the sorted diagonal blocks can be
used separately for supergroup detection. The representative
frames of ten detected super video groups are shown in Fig. 7b.

4.3 Video group detection

In the strategy above, the temporal order information among
shots has not been considered. Although visually similar shots
have a high probability of belonging to one scene, the shots
with a large temporal distance are more likely to belong to
different scenarios.Accordingly, given any supergroup (SGi),
those adjacent shots in SGi with their temporal distance larger
than a predefined threshold are segmented into different video
groups.

Given two shots Sl andSh in video Vi, assume their tem-
poral index order (shot ID) is denoted by IDSl

and IDSh
, re-

spectively. The temporal index order distance (IOD) between
Sl and Sh is defined by Eq. 7:

IOD(Sl, Sh) = ‖IDSl
− IDSh

‖ − 1 . (7)

That is, the IOD between Sl and Sh is the number of shots
between Sl and Sh in their temporal orders.

Given a supergroup SGi with NT 1shots and a specific
threshold TGroup, the strategy below will segment all NT
shots into corresponding groups.

1. Rank all shots Sl (l = 1, . . . , NT ) of SGi in increasing
order by their temporal index order (that is, the shot with
the smallest index number (ID) will be assigned to the first
place, as shown in Fig. 8).

2. Initially, assume there are NT groups Gl(l = 1, . . . , NT )
in SGi with each group containing one shot.

3. Given any two neighboring groups Gi (with NT i shots)
and Gj (with NT j shots) in SGi, if the IOD between
Gi and Gj is smaller than the threshold TGroup, Gi and
Gj are merged into one group. Accordingly, we define the
IOD between Gi and Gj , denoted by IOD(Gi, Gj), using

Eq. 8:

IOD(Gi, Gj) = Min
l=1,...,NTi;Sl∈Gi

{IOD(Sl, Sh);

h = 1, . . . , NTj , Sh ∈ Gj}. (8)

If IOD(Gi, Gj) ≤ TGroup, Gi and Gj are merged into a
new video group; otherwise they remain separate.

4. Iteratively execute step 3 until there are no more groups to
be merged. Assume that NG groups (Gi, i = 1, . . . , NG)
remain. For any two remaining groups Gl and Gh,
IOD(Gl, Gh) > TGroup; Gl, Gh ⊂ SGi. All remaining
units are taken as video groups in SGi.

Figure 8 presents an example to indicate our group seg-
mentation algorithm. Given a supergroup SGi containing 12
shots, with the ranked temporal index orders of all shots given
by 8, 14, 15, 17,. . . , 41. Initially, each shot is taken as one
group, and any two neighboring groups with an IOD less than
TGroup are merged into one group (we define TGroup = 4
in our system, and a detailed analysis on selecting TGroup is
discussed in Sect. 6.1). Iterative execution finally segments all
shots in SGi into four groups.

4.4 Video scene detection

Using the strategy above, all shots can be parsed into groups,
with each group containing visually similar and temporally
adjacent shots. However, as Definition 7 in Sect. 2 indicates,
video group is an intermediate entity between physical shots
and semantic scenes. This means that a single video group may
be incapable of acting as an independent story unit to convey
a video scenario. Actually, a video scene usually consists of
temporally interlaced groups or visually similar and neigh-
boring groups. In this section, a group-merging algorithm is
proposed for video scene detection.

Before describing our scene-detection algorithm, we will
discuss the characterization of video scenes. By consider-
ing the definitions in [51], we conclude that three types of
scenes are widely used by filmmakers when they capture or
edit videos:

• N-type scene: These scenes (also known as normal scenes)
are characterized by a long-term consistency of chromatic
composition, lighting conditions, sound, etc. All shots in
the scene are assumed to exhibit some similarity with their
visual or audio features. An example of this type of scene
is shown in Fig. 9a, where various shots captured from
different cameras are organized to report a news story on
a flight show in an international aviation exhibition. Since
all shots are captured in the same scene, they are some-
what similar in visual features, and all shots in the scene
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G1

G2 G3

G4

N-type scenes M-type scenes 

Fig. 9. Examples of various types of scenes.
a N -type scenes. b M -type scenes. c Hy-
brid scenes where both N - and M -type
scenes exist in the same story unit

a

b

c

might be merged into one or several visually similar video
groups.

• M-type scenes: These scenes (also known as montage
scenes) are characterized by widely different visuals (dif-
ferent in location, time of creation, and lighting conditions)
that create a unity of theme by the manner in which they
have been juxtaposed. An example of this type of scene
is shown in Fig. 9b, where three actors are involved in a
dialog scene. Obviously, the shots in the scene have a large
visual variance and have been classified into four distinct
groups (G1, G2, G3, and G4). However, these four groups
are temporally interlaced to convey the same scenario in-
formation.

• Hybrid scenes: The hybrid scenes consist of both N - and
M -type scenes, where both visually similar neighboring
groups and temporally interlaced groups are utilized to
convey a scenario unit. This is shown in Fig. 9c, where
the beginning is a typical N -type scene and the end is an
M -type scene.

Using the above observations and definitions, we now in-
troduce a temporally and spatially integrated strategy for pars-
ing video groups into semantic scenes.

Given groups Gi and Gj , Fig. 10 presents three types of
temporal relationship among them: interlaced, uninterlaced,
and neighboring. To parse video semantic scenes, the tempo-
rally interlaced video groups and visually similar neighboring
groups should be merged into one scene since they have a high
probability of conveying the same scenario. Assume IODb

Gi

and IODe
Gi

denote the minimal and maximal temporal index
order of the shots in Gi, as shown in Fig. 10a. To classify
Gi and Gj into interlaced, uninterlaced, or neighboring cat-
egories, the temporal group distance (TGD) between Gi and
Gj (TGD(Gi, Gj) is defined by Eq. 9:

TGD(Gi, Gj) =




IDb
Gj

− IDe
Gi

; if IDb
Gj

≥ IDb
Gi

IDb
Gi

− IDe
Gj

; if IDb
Gj

< IDb
Gi

.

(9)
If TGD(Gi, Gj) > 1, there is no interlacing between shots in
Gi and Gj , and hence Gi and Gj are classified as uninterlaced
groups, as shown in Fig. 10a. If TGD(Gi, Gj) = 1, we clas-
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GpSim(Gi,Gj)> TScene

c

Fig. 10. Group merging for scene detection. a Uninterlaced groups.
b Interlaced groups are merged into one unit. c Neighboring groups
with similarity larger than the threshold are merged into one unit

sify Gi and Gj as neighboring groups, as shown in Fig. 10c.
If TGD(Gi, Gj) < 0, Gi and Gj are classified as interlaced
groups, as shown in Fig. 10b. Obviously, since a shot can be
assigned to only one group, TGD(Gi, Gj) will never equal
0.

After classifying any two video groups into the appropriate
categories, our scene detection follows the steps below.

1. Given any two video groups Gi and Gj , if TGD(Gi, Gj)
< 0, Gi and Gj are merged into a new group by combing
all shots in Gi and Gj .As shown in Fig. 10b, the interlaced
group Gi and Gj are merged together to form a new group
Gk, with numbers in different styles (bold & italic vs.
roman) indicating shots from different groups.
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2. For TGD(Gi, Gj) = 1, if the similarity between Gi and
Gj (given by Eq. 11) is larger than a given threshold
TScene, Gi and Gj are merged into a new group. Oth-
erwise, they remain unmerged, as shown in Fig. 10c.

3. Iteratively execute the steps above until no more groups
can be merged. All remaining and newly generated groups
are taken as video scenes.

To measure the similarity between groups for scene de-
tection, we first consider the similarity between a shot and
a group. Based on Eq. 2, given shot Si and group Gj , the
similarity between them is defined by Eq. 10:

StGpSim(Si, Gj) = Max
Kl∈Si,Kh∈Gj

{FmSim(Kl, Kh)}.

(10)

This implies that the similarity between Si and Gj is the
similarity between the keyframes in Si and Gj that have the
highest similarity. In general, when we evaluate the similarity
between two video groups using the naked eye, we usually take
the group with fewer shots as the benchmark and then deter-
mine whether there are any shots in the other group similar to
shots in the benchmark group. If most shots in the benchmark
group are similar enough to the other group, these two groups
are treated with a high similarity [30,42]. Given groups Gi and
Gj , assume Ĝi,j represents the group containing fewer shots
and G̃i,j denotes the other group. Suppose NT (x) denotes the
number of shots in group x; then the similarity between Gi

and Gj is given by Eq. 11.

GpSim(Gi, Gj) =
1

NT (Ĝi,j)

×
NT (Ĝi,j)∑

i=1;Si∈Ĝi,j

StGpSim(Si, G̃i,j) (11)

That is, the similarity between Gi and Gj is the average sim-
ilarity between shots in the benchmark group and their most
similar shots in the other group.

Some typical scene detection results from real-world
videos (movies, news, and medical videos) are presented in
Fig. 11, where the video shots in the same story units are
successfully detected. Actually, in some situations, the scene
boundaries might be too vague to be distinguished by even the
naked eye; we don’t believe any state-of-the-art methods can
attain satisfactory results from those videos. However, for the
scenes with relatively clear boundaries, our method obtains at-
tractive results (as demonstrated in Sect. 6.3), and these results
will guide us in constructing hierarchical video summaries.

4.5 Video-scene clustering

Thus far, a video content structure from video scenes and
groups to keyframes has been constructed. Nevertheless, since
our final goal is to use the video content structure to construct
video summaries, a more compact level beyond the scenes is
necessary for creating an overview of the video. This is ac-
complished by clustering visually similar scenes that appear
at different places in the video.

Given a scene SEi in video Vk, assume there are NT shots
contained in SEi, and assume further that all shots in SEi have
been merged into NSGi supergroups SGl (l = 1, . . . , NSGi).
The union of all these supergroups is then denoted by Eq. 12:

USG(SEi) = SG1 ∪ SG2 ∪ · · · ∪ SGNSGi
. (12)

Obviously, given any two scenes SEi and SEj , if
USG(SEi) ⊆ USG(SEj), this indicates that all shots in
SEi come from the same supergroups as SEj . Hence, the vi-
sual redundancy between SEi and SEj can be eliminated by

Movies

News 

Medical videos 

Fig. 11. Some typical examples of the successfully detected video scenes among various types of videos (movies, news, medical video) with
each row denoting one scene
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removing SEi and retaining SEj . Based on this observation,
our scene clustering follows the steps below:

1. Given any two scenes SEi and SEj , if USG(SEi) ⊆
USG(SEj), the scene SEi is removed by using SEj to
represent its content; otherwise, both SEi and SEj are
retained.

2. Iteratively execute step 1 until no more scenes can be re-
moved; the remaining scenes are temporarily taken as the
clustered video scenes.

3. Usually, the video scenes containing fewer shots are less
important for conveying video content than those with
more shots. Hence, a predefined threshold TCluster (we set
TCluster = 3 in our system) is applied to remove scenes
that contain no more than TCluster shots. All remaining
scenes are taken as the final results.

5 Hierarchical video summarization

In this section, techniques for constructing summaries at dif-
ferent levels are introduced. Instead of using only the spatial
or temporal clustering schemes, we use the acquired video
content structure to guide us in selecting summary units and
trimming the selected representative frames into a hierarchy,
with each level of summary conveying the “appropriate” and
“necessary” information.

5.1 Constructing summaries at the lowest two levels

As introduced in Sect. 3, the construction for level 1 and level 2
summaries is trivial. After video shots and keyframes have
been successfully extracted, all keyframes are packed together
in their original temporal order as the level 1 summary. Obvi-
ously, this level summary records the most video theme and
scenario details; however, the redundancy appears to be sig-
nificant since no redundancy reduction has been conducted.

After merging visually similar shots into supergroups, the
number of shots in each supergroup may reflect its importance
in addressing the video content. It is likely that supergroups
containing only one shot will convey very limited content in-
formation, and the shots in these supergroups usually consist
of some special frames that are distinct from others, e.g., spe-
cial editing shots. Instead of addressing theme (or scenario)
information, these special editing shots generally emphasize
visual details. Accordingly, after removing supergroups with
only one shot, the summary at level 2 consists of all remaining
keyframes. By abandoning those one-member supergroups to
construct the second level summary, our method is distinct
from highlight-based schemes: the shots abandoned by our
scheme might be selected as the important units by those meth-
ods.

5.2 Constructing an X-level dynamic summary

The summaries at the two lowest levels are statically con-
structed. Since summary scalability is required for many ap-
plications, the dynamical summarization should also be con-
sidered.

Given that the summary at level 2 has been successfully
constructed, suppose there are NSG supergroups
SGi (i = 1, . . . , NSG) containing NG video groups
Gi (i = 1, . . . , NG) andNK keyframesKl (l = 1, . . . , NK).
Our dynamic summarization is conducted by using the hierar-
chical clustering algorithm (Minimal Spanning Tree [50]) to
construct a keyframe hierarchy for each group Gi, followed by
a procedure to select a certain number of representative frames
from the hierarchy to construct the summary (according to the
user’s specification with respect to the length). Obviously, the
dynamic summary at the lowest and the highest levels consists
of NK and NG representative frames, respectively. The user
can specify any number between NK and NG to generate a
dynamic summary.

To construct the keyframe hierarchy for each group Gi,
the Minimal Spanning Tree algorithm is adopted.

• Given a group Gi, assume there are NKi keyframes Kl

(l=1,. . . ,NK i) contained in Gi. Use the affinity matrix M
in Sect. 4.2 to acquire the similarities between any two
keyframes in Gi.

• Merge the two keyframes with the highest similarity to
form a new cluster, and use the feature average of these
two keyframes to represent its centroid. The cluster is rep-
resented by the member keyframe that is the closest to the
centroid of the cluster.

• Iteratively execute the above step to merge the two closest
points (and treat each acquired cluster as a point). To mea-
sure the similarity between any two clusters or between
a cluster and a keyframe, we treat each cluster as a video
group and apply Eq. 11.

• At the highest level of the cluster, a single keyframe is
selected as the representative frame of Gi, as shown in
Fig. 12.

After the hierarchy for each group Gi has been determined,
we conduct the dynamic summarization by selecting a certain
number of representative frames from each group and assem-
bling them to form the user- specified summary. Assume that
the user specifies a summary with T keyframes (obviously,
NG ≤ T ≤ NK which is guaranteed by the system); the
selection of keyframes from each group is determined by the
following steps:

1. Supergroups that contain more keyframes likely convey
more content information. If the number of representa-
tive keyframes is limited, we should first consider extract-
ing representative frames from the supergroups with more
keyframes. Consequently, we rank the supergroups SGi

(i = 1, . . . , NSG) in descending order according to the
number of keyframes they contain.

2. Beginning with the supergroup with the most keyframes,
select one representative frame from each supergroup us-
ing the SelectSuperGroupRFrame() strategy described be-
low. If this procedure has been applied to all SGi (i =
1, . . . , NSG) and more representative frames are needed,
repeat the same procedure on the ranked supergroups until
enough frames have been extracted.

3. For any supergroup SGl, if there are no more representa-
tive frames available for extraction in the current iteration,
we remove SGl from consideration in the next iteration.

4. At any point, if T representative frames have been ex-
tracted, the procedure halts.
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Representative frame selection order for Gi

(Left to right, top to bottom)

Fig. 12. Hierarchical keyframe clustering
for group Gi and the representative frame
selection order (in the keyframe hierarchy,
the temporal order of the keyframes has
been discarded)

Because keyframes in different supergroups are visually
distinct, we sequentially select representative frames from
each supergroup to guarantee that the selected frames cover
the visual variances of the video, with the important super-
groups having a relatively higher probability for selection. To
select representative frames from each supergroup, the follow-
ing strategy is applied.

[SelectSuperGroupRFrame]

• Description: Select one representative frame from a su-
pergroup SGi.

• Procedure:
1. Denote the current supergroup as SGi and all groups in

SGi as Gl (l = 1, . . . , NGi). After parsing all shots in
SGi into groups, we can determine the rank of each group,
with the group containing the smallest temporal index or-
der (shot ID) placed furthest to the left in the video and the
group with the largest shot ID placed furthest to the right,
as shown in Fig. 8.

2. Beginning with the group occupied at the leftmost posi-
tion, select one representative frame from each group Gl

using the SelectVideoGroupRFrame() strategy described
below. If the current Gl was processed in the former it-
eration, execute SelectVideoGroupRFrame() on the suc-
ceeding group Gl+1. If all groups Gl (l=1,. . . ,NGi) were
processed in former iterations, repeat the same procedure
on all groups.

3. For any group Gl, if no more representative frames are
available for extraction in the current iteration, Gl is re-
moved from further processing. The same operation is ex-
ecuted on the succeeding video group Gl+1. If there are
no more representative frames that can be extracted from
any video group in SGi, return “False”; otherwise, return
“True” as the result of the current procedure.

To select a representative frame from the supergroup
(SGi), we consider the temporal order of video groups in
SGi because this information will help us construct a sum-
mary consisting of representative frames from “all over” the
video. Finally, by considering the keyframe hierarchy within
each video group, the representative frame selection for each
video group is executed using the procedure below.

[SelectVideoGroupRFrame]

• Description: Select one representative frame from a video
groupGl.

• Procedure:
1. Denote the current video group asGl.Assume the keyframe

hierarchy of Gl has been constructed as shown in Fig. 12.
2. From left to right and top to bottom of the cluster, select

a representative frame (that has not been selected in any
previous iteration) from the hierarchy of Gl, as shown in
Fig. 12. If all keyframes in Gl were selected as representa-
tive frames in former iterations, return “False”; otherwise,
return “True” as the result of the current procedure.

3. Generally, the selected representative frame from each
cluster of the hierarchy in Gl is also the representative
frame of the current cluster. However, if the representa-
tive frame of the current cluster was selected in former
iterations, a second member that is relatively close to the
cluster centroid is taken as the representative frame.

With the strategies above, dynamic video summaries, with
length varying from NG to NK frames, can be determined. It is
obvious that, in addition to considering the visual variance and
redundancy among all keyframes, video scenario information
is also considered. Even at the highest level of the dynamic
summary, the overview still consists of representative frames
from most scenes.

5.3 Constructing summaries at the three highest levels

In previous summary levels, the video scenario information is
well preserved, but such a mechanism likely results in consid-
erable visual redundancy among summaries. At higher sum-
mary levels, it is appropriate for us to abandon some scenarios
and focus on visual conciseness of the summaries.

To construct a summary beyond the highest level of the dy-
namic summary (level X+3), all video groups in the dynamic
summary are taken as candidates. Our observations show that
video groups that contain less than three shots and do not inter-
lace with other groups (as defined in Sect. 4.4) likely address
less content information than other groups. Accordingly, the
summary at level X+3 consists of representative frames of the
groups with at least three shots or interlace with other groups.
Using our scene-clustering strategy, visually similar scenes
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from the same supergroups have been merged into unique clus-
ters, thus partially reducing the visual redundancy. Therefore,
the summary at level X+4 consists of representative frames of
all groups at level X+3 that belong to clustered scenes.

At the highest level of the summary, the video scenario is
not a concern; a visually compact overview is our target. Ac-
cordingly, we discard temporal information among keyframes
and consider only visual similarities. Because keyframes in
one supergroup are visually similar, our solution in construct-
ing the highest level summary is to merge representative frames
at level X+4 that belong to the same supergroup into one clus-
ter with the following steps:

1. Collect all representative frames of the summary at level
X+4. Merge those from the same supergroup into one clus-
ter and use the feature average of all members (representa-
tive frames) as its centroid. The member frame that is clos-
est to the centroid is selected as the representative frame
of the cluster.

2. Temporally assemble all selected representative frames to
construct the summary at the highest level (level X+5).

By integrating the dynamic summary and five levels of static
summary, an X+5 level hierarchical summary is constructed;
the higher the level, the more concise the summary. From this
point of view, the proposed scheme is successful in integrating
scalability, adaptability, scenarios, and visual redundancy of
the video for efficient summarization.

6 Experimental results and analysis

To evaluate the performance of the above proposed strate-
gies with respect to existing approaches, and to determine the
threshold for various critical parameters used in our approach,
we now present a series of experimental results and compar-
isons, including the determination of the threshold TGroup,
results for video group and scene detection, and hierarchi-
cal summarization. About 10 h of medical videos, 4 h of news
programs, and two movies are used as our test bed (all video
data are MPEG- I encoded, with the digitization rate equal
to 30 frames/s). All videos are first parsed with the shot-
segmentation algorithm to detect the gradual and break shot
changes. This is followed by keyframe selection, and the ex-
tracted keyframes from each video are utilized for processing.

6.1 Determining the threshold TGroup

As we indicated in Sect. 4.3, to determine video groups in
each supergroup, a threshold TGroup is predefined to segment
visually similar and temporally related shots into groups. To
determine a relatively optimal value for TGroup, the statistical
information among visually similar shots in each scene has
been determined manually: after supergroups have been de-
tected, we manually separate the shots in each supergroup into
groups, with each group belonging to one scene. The tempo-
ral index order distance (IOD) (as defined in Eq. 7) between
neighboring shots that belong to the same group are counted.
The statistical results of the IODs for about 200 video groups
are reported in Fig. 13, where the x-axis denotes the IOD
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Fig. 13. Statistical distribution of the IOD between neighboring shots
in the same video group

between neighboring shots and the y-axis indicates its per-
centage. It was found that for all visually similar neighboring
shots that belong to the same semantic unit, about 29% of them
have a two-shot IOD (which is also the maximum). Moreover,
almost 90% of the visually similar neighboring shots in the
same semantic scene have an IOD of no more than four shots.
This also fits with the memory model adopted in the literature
[51]. Increasing the value of TGroup will definitely decrease
the precision of video group detection (as defined in Eq. 13);
however, it may also enhance the group compression rate (as
defined in Eq. 14).A relatively good balance might be acquired
by setting TGroup = 4.

6.2 Group detection results

Group detection is evaluated by selecting various thresholds
for TGroup (from 1 to 6), and the detection results are manually
verified with the original video source. The results are shown
in Figs. 14 and 15, with the x-axis denoting the value of TGroup

and the y- axis denoting the group detection precision (from
Eq. 13) and GCRF (from Eq. 14), respectively. To judge the
quality of the detection results, the following rule is applied:
the group is judged to be correctly detected if and only if
all shots in the current group belong to the same semantic
scenario. Thus the group detection precision (GP) in Eq. 13 is
used for performance evaluation.

GP = Correctly detected groups / All detected groups (13)

Clearly, if we treat each shot as a group, group detection pre-
cision would be 100%. Therefore, another group compression
rate factor (GCRF) is defined by Eq. 14.

GCRF = Detected group number / Total shot number (14)
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Experimental results from Fig. 14 to Fig. 15 show that as the
threshold TGroup increases, group detection precision dete-
riorates, but GCRF improves. With TGroup = 4, about 77%
shots are assigned to the right groups, and the compression
rate of this level is about 28%. That is, each detected video
group consists of 3.5 shots on average. Our experimental re-
sults show that GCRF may vary significantly among different
types of videos (movies, news, or medical videos). Even in dif-
ferent scenes of the same video, this number may have a large
variance. To segment semantically related groups for video
story unit detection, we may prefer a higher precision rather
than a better compression rate because the group detection re-
sults will directly affect the quality of the story unit detection.
Falsely detected video groups will propagate to the scene de-
tection and summarization and bring negative impacts to our
objective. Hence, we set TGroup = 4 in our system.

6.3 Scene detection results

Scene detection comparisons are made with the methods in
[39,40]. To judge the quality of the detected results, a rule that
is similar to that for group detection evaluation is applied: a
scene is judged to be correctly detected if and only if all shots
in the current scene belong to the same semantic scenario.
Accordingly, the scene detection precision (SP) is defined by
Eq. 15.

SP= Correctly detected scenes / All detected scenes (15)

Clearly, by treating each shot as one scene, we have a 100%
detection precision. Hence, another scene compression rate
factor (SCRF) is defined by Eq. 16

SCRF= # of detected scene / # of shot in the video (16)

The experimental results and comparisons are given in Figs. 16
and 17, with our strategy denoted by “A”, and other methods
in [39,40] denoted by “B” and “C”, respectively. The results
demonstrate that, among all types of video sources, about 66%
of video scenes can been correctly detected with our approach,
and each scene consists of 12 shots on average. Obviously,
since our strategy emphasizes that only those temporally and
visually related groups are merged to form semantic scenes,
more restrictions are imposed for scene detection. Thus, some
visually distinct shots may be treated as single scenes, such as
the anchorperson shots from news videos. Using the strategy in
[40], they might be absorbed into adjacent scenes. Hence, the
SCRF of our strategy is relatively low. Fortunately, our hierar-
chical strategy inherently addresses this problem by supplying
multilevel summaries. Instead of providing users with highly
compressed scenes with a relatively high error rate, we may
prefer a high precision rate.

6.4 Hierarchical video summarization results

6.5 Subjective evaluation

As described previously, a multilevel summary with X+5 lay-
ers is produced for each video, with five layers of static sum-
mary and X levels of dynamic summary. To assess the quality
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of the summary at each layer in abstracting video content, three
questions are posed to the members of our evaluation group:
(1) How well do you think the summary addresses the main
topic of the video? (2) How well do you think the summary
covers the scenarios of the video? (3) Is the summary concise?
For each question, a score from 0 to 5 (5 indicating the best)
is specified by five student users after viewing the summary at
each level. Before the evaluation, the users are asked to browse
the entire video to get an overview of the video content. An
average score for each level is computed from the students’
scores. To evaluate the dynamic summaries, we ask the user
to view only two levels, where the lengths of these two levels
are NK/2 and NG keyframes (using NK and NG as specified
in Sect. 5.2), respectively. Hence, for each video, a summary
with 5 + 2 = 7 levels is used for evaluation.

To compare our scheme with other methods, we imple-
mented the Hierarchical Video Summarization (HVS) scheme
[13] and the SVD-based strategy [11]. In the figures, we de-
pict our method as NEW and the other two methods as HVS
[13] and SVD [11], respectively. The experimental compar-
isons are shown in Figs. 18 to 20, with each figure showing
the results of one question evaluated by selected users. The
x-axis denotes the summary levels and the y-axis indicates
the corresponding score at that level. Because SVD is a static
summary approach, it is depicted as a single line in each figure.
Moreover, to make the experimental results more comparable
(and thus more convincing), we use HVS to construct a sum-
mary with approximately the same number of keyframes for
each summary level determined by our method.

The results shown in Figs. 18–20 demonstrate that since
SVD discards the temporal information among the keyframes
for summarization, it exhibits a relatively poor ability to cover
video topic and scenario information. However, the summaries
created from SVD are remarkably concise.As shown in Fig. 20,
it obtains a score of 3.4 in conciseness, which is much higher
than most other summaries. For summaries at lower levels,
we emphasize preserving video scenarios; this will inevitably
incur redundancy in the summary. Consequently, the concise-
ness of most summaries from our method is worse than SVD.

Compared with HVS, our approach shows comparable (or
worse) performance with summaries at lower levels (levels 1
to 3). Since HVS performs the clustering among neighbor-
ing keyframes, it may produce relatively better results when
neighboring keyframes contain significant redundancy. This
is commonly found in summaries at lower levels. However,
this method cannot remove global visual redundancy, and its
performance deteriorates rapidly at higher summary levels.
This indicates that the performance of HVS may be especially
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Fig. 18. Experimental comparisons with Q.1 Fig. 19. Experimental comparisons with Q.2 Fig. 20. Experimental comparisons with Q.3

unpleasant in situations where the length of a summary is very
limited.

In conclusion, our method achieves a relatively good bal-
ance in addressing the three questions given above. By utiliz-
ing a hierarchical scheme, both visual conciseness and sce-
narios can be emphasized at various levels and with different
granularities. Obviously, it would be very difficult, if not im-
possible, to produce a summary that optimizes these three
questions at the same time. With very limited representative
frames, the system cannot provide a summary that consists
of visually distinct frames from which the video scenario and
topics can also be well addressed. In a narrow sense, we may
actually need a strategy to balance what the user wants and
what we can supply. We believe the hierarchical summariza-
tion provides a practical solution in this regard.

6.5.1 Objective evaluation

All evaluations above are determined by selected users, which
implies that user subjectivity has significant impact on the
results. We subsequently execute relatively objective compar-
isons by evaluating the ability of a summary to address the
major visual content of the video. We first construct the ma-
jor visual content table (MVCT ) for each video by displaying
to the user the representative frames of all supergroups and
removing those supergroups that are not important in address-
ing the video content, as determined by the majority vote of
the users. The representative frames of the remaining super-
groups are packed as the MVCT of each video, and we denote
the remaining representative frames as major visual content
frames MV Ci (i = 1, . . . , T ), where T indicates the number
of selected MVC frames.

Let VSL denote the video summary (VS) at level L. We use
the coverage to specify the ability of the summary to address
the visual content in MVCT and denote this by Cov(V SL) as
defined by Eq. 17:

Cov(V SL) =
Card{i : ∃j, Kj ∈ V SL, Kj ∝ MV Ci; i = 1, . . . , T}

T
,

(17)

where Kj ∝ MV Ci denotes that frame Kj and MV Ci be-
long to the same supergroup. Equation 17 indicates that the
coverage of the summary is the ratio between the number of
MVC frames that have at least one similar frame in VSL (both
frames belong to the same supergroup) and the total number of
MVC frames in MVCT. The larger the value of COV (V SL),

the better the summary (VSL) addresses the visual information
of the video. Note, however, that if all keyframes are selected
as the video summary, we have a 100% coverage. Thus the rate
between the number of representative frames at each layer and
the number of all keyframes is utilized to determine the sum-
mary compression rate (SMCR) of each summary level, as
defined by Eq. 18.

SMCR(VSL) = # of rep. frames in VSL / # of keyframes
(18)

The results in Fig. 21 demonstrate that the higher the sum-
mary level, the worse the coverage of the summary, because
with more and more keyframes abandoned, some important
visual information is inevitably lost. With HVS, the coverage
at each level deteriorates rapidly, since this method does not
optimize global visual redundancy. Instead, it executes clus-
tering among neighboring keyframes, which will inevitably
eliminate many visually important frames. With our approach,
about 65% of the major visual content is preserved at the high-
est summary level, which is a little worse than SVD.

At each summary level, both HVS and our approach have
the same number of keyframes; therefore, the SMCR for both
strategies is the same at each level, and we denote it by
NEW/HVS in Fig. 22. From the results in Fig. 22, we find
that at the highest level, a 10% compression rate is produced.
That is, we can compress 90% of the keyframes to supply a
visually compact summary. This indicates that with a hier-
archical approach, we can provide a scalable summary that
addresses most of the visual content and scenario information
and compresses a large number of redundant frames to supply
a compact video overview.
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7 Conclusion

In this paper, we have introduced a technique for hierarchical
video summarization. Unlike many other strategies that se-
lect low-level feature-related video units (highlights) to con-
struct video summaries, we explore video content structure for
summarization, where the selected summary units emphasize
video scenarios but not visual details. The acquired video con-
tent hierarchy is used to construct an X + 5 level summary,
with various granularities to address video content. The higher
the summary level, the more visually compact the summary.
The lower the level, the more details about video scenario in-
formation. Experimental results have demonstrated that the
proposed approach provides a good solution for addressing
the scalability, adaptability, and scenario/visual redundancy
of the video summary.

The novel features that distinguish our approach from ex-
isting research are the following. First, most other strategies
either discard the temporal information among keyframes by
using only spatial clustering schemes or merely consider the
visual similarity between neighboring keyframes to construct
local optimal summaries (i.e., they fail to consider the global
visual redundancy). Both temporal and visual information is
seamlessly integrated in our approach. Second, unlike other
strategies where static and dynamic video summarizations are
mutually exclusive, we integrate both in a unified model, so
the users have scalability and references in acquiring an ap-
propriate summary. Third, instead of using highlight selec-
tion strategies to select important video units, we emphasize
a balance between video scenarios and visual redundancy for
summarization. Obviously, important unit selection strategies
are domain dependent and subjective, but we believe the pro-
posed approach is appropriate for summarizing most videos
(with content structure) in our daily life.
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